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1. Are the Selected Speeches A BOOK? NO!

So what selected speeches True Father is talking about? Anyone, who is confident enough to enumerate 

those speeches, kindly post THEM as comment. This is for us to check out if "THOSE" are not included 

or omitted in the 3 great holy scriptures. 

Some says they are the "Sermons of the RSMM" which are posted in tparents.org but those are only 

specified "selected sermons" taken from the more than 400 Volumes of compiled speeches that were 

FIRST translated into English. They are speeches in the 1950s if you have ever read them.... 

In Korea when we were asked to buy a set of the 8 textbooks packed in a bag, there were no Sermons of 

RSMM files except for those important speeches from 2010 -- 2012 with regards to the new 

proclamations and declarations made by True Father centering on the era of Cheon Il Guk. 

(I found some of them with English Translations and i compiled them here: 

www.slideshare. net/bishopwee... www_slideshare.net/bishopwee... www.slideshare. net/

bishopwee... www.slideshare. net/bishopwee...) 

2. ls the Family Pledge A BOOK? NO!

But it occupies the 2nd page of every of the 3 holy scriptures. In the Original Substance of the Principle, 

the first part of its lecture is the elaborated meaning of each of the 8 Family Pledge. In the new edition of 

CSG, you can find the explanation of Family Pledge in Book 11. 

Check the variation of the PLEDGE according to the development of the providence 

3. Are the Peace Messages removed from the 3 Great Holy Scriptures? NO!

They are all compiled and beautifully arranged in Book 13 of the new Cheon Seong Gyeong edition and 

some are in Chambumo Gyeong. 

4. Are we being TOLD AND INSTRUCTED not to use the Divine Principle anymore because it is

not part of the Cheon Il Guk constitution? NO! In fact we are still using it in seminars. Take note, 

we are using already the OSDP. 

5. Is the True Family Gateway to Heaven (TFGH) abolish? NO!

Its contents are all in Cheon Seong Gyeong where they were extracted from when there was a need to 

have a booklet to be distributed to people attending True Parents rallies in 2009. Read its preface to find 

out. 

6. Is the Owner of Peace, Owner of Lineage gone? NO!

It is a speech of True Father on July 7 2009... and was made into a 2nd booklet (next to TFGH) also to be 

distributed to VIPs. It is in PyeongHwa Gyeong Book 10 page 1612. 

7. World Scripture 2?

What exactly are its content? How it is different from WS1? Answer: Both are compilations of quoted 

words from different religious belief on several topics. WS1 are more of quotes from different Religions 

while WS2 has more of TFs quotes and guidance on the same topics and positioned a subjective view 

with regard to quotes from different faiths. 

WS1 is under IIRF project in 1991 and WS2 is under UPF project in 2007 which are both headed by Dr 

Andrew Wilson. 

***** 

Take note of Father's words on January 1, 2012 which i quoted here: 

"After I am finished with the Las Vegas providence, the ONLY thing I can leave is this speech file 

(which contains his speech "Cosmic Assembly for the Proclamation for the Settlement of the True 



 

 

Parents of Heaven, Earth, and Humankind, and the Substantial Word of God."). Each of you has this 

file, don't you? ('Yes.') Without this, there can't be your existence, your wish or hope. Have you done 

해원성사 (解怨成事: accomplishment of liberating resentment or grudge)? I mean have you done 

해원성사 before (talking about) the ideal of creation and the principle of creation?..... "I wouldn't 

exchange this speech file with all your assets." 

 

We need to check too the evolution of True Father's speeches according to the development of the 

providence. The ceremony to declare the conclusion and perfection of the speech can be accessed HERE. 

 

*Family pledge is not even a book so literally we dont have 8 textbooks. 

 

*If we are seriously reading and doing Hoon Dok Hae with the 8 textbooks. I'm very sure no confusion at 

all will arise! Because IF WE really READ and STUDIED those BOOKS surely we will never believe in 

those accusations circulating around against True Mother. 

 

*Cheon Seong Gyeong has not changed it was just reedited to remove redundant quoted words of True 

Father and inserted the most precious words True Father had spoken from the beginning of Cheon Il Guk 

era in 2001 till Father's last speech in June 2012. 

 

By the way the OLD version of CSG are compiled speeches up to 2000 only. And it was made without 

much preparation because True Parents need them to be published before the entrance to the palace in 

2006. You can also read the Position Paper by Japan regarding Changes made by True Mother. 

 

How immature are we to be deceived by those who have claimed they have read the CSG more than once 

(etc) and agreed to go against TMs directions regarding this matter.... 

 

As i said if they have read all the speeches of True Father especially the last of those he has spoken in 

public and in Hoon Dok Hae gathering -- the many proclamations and declarations he made after 

2009... there will surely be no confusion. IF THOSE who are going against True Mother are updated 

with the trend of the providence and TFs directions from the beginning until his departure, surely 

there will be no confusion. 

 

Given the fact that they know and yet they still reject TMs authority, then the next to consider is their 

spiritual status, how pure their hearts are, maybe they have resentments, complaints, dissatisfaction and 

violations.. because if they have good spiritual standing, there will be no problem arising with regard to 

TMs position, authority and directions. 

 

What's the problem here?: Dont recognize the position and authority of True Mother as True Parents and 

the Messiah, who has equal authority with True Father. " 

 

Who is Messiah? Father and Mother. The True Parents." (1991.11.03) read my Issue on Succession and 

the POSITION paper made by Japan: 

 

Please use our common sense and listen to our conscience. They are actually answering our confused 

environment BUT our evil minds want to keep those falsehood to justify our fallen natures, selfish 

lifestyle and hiding our own shortcomings in our life of faith...... 

 

Read also Julian Gray's note as one of the committee member of the translation team and the Official 

Statement of Pres Ryu FFWPU Korea and Committee Unification Church History Compilation of True 

Parents teachings 

 

 

 


